How to use the speaker stand

By attaching AGA150 to the optional speaker stand VST-01, you can adjust the height of the unit so it can be used as a PA or sound monitor.
Please refer to the instructions below on how to use the stand safely.

⚠️ Caution!

- Only attach AGA150 to VST-01.
- Do not set the speaker stand at a height greater than 152cm (see drawing below).
  If set any higher, the unit could fall and damage you, itself, or AGA150.
- The width between feet must be greater than 112cm (see drawing below).
  If the feet are not set this far apart, the unit could fall and damage you, itself, or AGA150.
- Do not place the speaker stand on an unstable or angled floor.
  In the case of unstable or angled flooring, the unit could fall and damage you, itself, or AGA150.
- Do not allow cables connected to the AGA150 to become tangled and complicated.
  You could stumble on the cables and cause the unit to fall and damage you, itself, or AGA150.
- Do not put anything on top of the AGA150 when it is attached to the VST-01 speaker stand.
  The object on AGA150 could fall or the stand itself could topple over and damage you, itself, or AGA150.

How to assemble and How to attach AGA150

1. Unfix Knob1 and open Tripod until the Stay (which is supporting the Tripod) is horizontal (see drawing below).
  Make sure width between the feet is greater than 112cm.

2. Tighten Knob1 well.

3. Unfix Knob2 and extend the Extension bar.

4. Insert Stopper into one of the holes on the Extension bar.
   ▶️ Pay attention not to clip your finger.
   ▶️ Stopper must be inserted at all times when in use.

5. Move Extension bar down until it stops.

6. Tighten Knob2 well.

7. Place AGA150 onto the Extension bar.
   ▶️ Work with more than two people when you attach/detach AGA150 to/from the stand.
   ▶️ Pay attention not to clip your finger.
   ▶️ Do not angle the stand with AGA150 attached.
   ▶️ Do not change the height of the stand when AGA150 is attached in any case.
   ▶️ Make sure the height between the bottom of AGA150 and floor is less than 152cm. (see drawing below)